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Abstract

In the framework of the currently developed branched - chain thermal explosion theory,

the equation governing leakage through a hole of a reaction vessel is given. The critical igni-

tion, extinction and transition temperature excess, activation energy parameter and modified

Semenov's number are estimated employing this equation. We calculated numerically and ob-

tained analytically these non-dimensional parameters with and without initiation respectively.

The similar solution for Semenov model appear as a limiting case of our solution. We also

obtained the ignition times.
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Introduction

The concept of branched-chain thermal explosion has recently been proposed and considered

for branching and initiation reactions, using the Frank-Kamenetskii exponential approximation

to the Arrhenius term and assuming, as in adiabatic vessel, that the temperature is linearly

dependent on the concentration. These reactions considered here incorporate heat exchange with

the surrounding (vessel surface), so that, under physically reasonable assumptions our model

corresponds to the classical Semenov problems from thermal explosion. The phenomenon known

as thermal explosion for stationary exothermic chemical reactions with heat loss (Newton's

law of heat exchange) was first formulated and discussed analytically by Semenov [1]. The

dimensionless parameter $ (a constant that is characteristic for the system) was denned and

applied to the Frank-Kamenetskii transformation near the initial gas temperature when reactant

consumption is negligible. In the reacting material thermal explosion occurs when the reaction

produces heat too rapidly for a stable balance between heat production and heat loss to be

preserved. It was established that the critical parameter value <& = e"1 corresponds to thermal

explosion. For more current reviews on the well-known Semenov's sufficient and necessary

conditions for the non-steady, non-adiabatic thermal explosion systems, the reader is referred

to [2] and [3]. Recently, Luo et al. [4] reviewed work on critical condition and transitional

values for the Semenov's number in a one-step reaction Fuel (F) -> Products (P) neglecting

burn-up of the material and defined criticality as the point at which the second derivative of the

governing function is equal to zero. They applied their definition to exothermic chemical reaction

in a non - isothermal reactor for a zero order Arrhenius kinetics and obtained the modified

Semenov's number as $tr = 4/ exp(2). However, Boddington et al. [5] have offered more detailed

discussions of the Semenov's transitional values for nth order Arrhenius kinetics without reactant

consumption. In their analysis, they locate criticality when $0 = 0 and transition between

continuity and criticality with the additional condition that 3>gg = 0. Although the results are

plausible, the transitional Semenov's number ($tr) was not explicitly calculated.

When reactant consumption occurs, the sharpness that is distinguished between sub-

critical and super-critical systems disappears. Each temperature-time history evolves to a max-

imum temperature excess before decaying back to ambient. Many investigators [6, 7 and the

references therein] have studied the effects of reactant consumption and the main difference from

one system to another are the physicochemical conditions.

Quite recently, Varatharajan and Williams [8], pioneers in their work, proposed the con-

cept of branched-chain thermal explosions on the well-known hydrogen-oxygen reaction which

have traditionally exhibited the two distinct phenomena of branched-chain and thermal explo-

sions. They employ Frank-Kamenetskii type asymptotic and obtain expressions for ignition

times. The branched-chain thermal explosion involving simplified chain branching, constant ini-

tiation and heat exchange with the surrounding for the combustion process in an H-^-O^ mixture



that covers nth Arrhenius kinetics for the chain branching step has not yet been reported. In this

investigation, a modified Semenov's number and other dimensionless parameters were used and

the applicability of that definition [1] for criticality in branched-chain thermal explosion is shown.

When initiation is negligible, the analytical method provides analytical expressions for critical-

ity and transitions, and the different qualitative behaviors of the dimensionless parameters are

investigated. The critical and transitional values of parameters derived in this investigation can

be used as a benchmark to validate numerical results. In the event that initiation is nonzero,

analytical solutions cannot be found. Therefore, we employ numerical computation in order to

obtain the critical and transitional values of parameters. The results are presented in a tabular

form.

Nomenclature

a = (a//3To)m(A/Bo) exp(l//3), constant non-dimensional initiation rate compared with
the branching rate

A the rate of initiation of radicals ( mol m~3 s-1)
BQ = mt/l order rate constant for chain branching ( mol m"3)1""1 s"1

B(0) = Bo(l + P0)n exp(0/(l + P®)}, general dependence of reduced chain branching rate on
e

cp specific heat capacity ( J K"1 kg"1)
E activation energy ( J mol )
Q exothermicity per mole reactant ( J mol"1)
R Universal gas constant ( K"1 mol"1)
5 surface area (m~2)
t time (s)
TO initial temperature (K)
T temperature (K)
V volume (m3)

Greek Symbols

a. energy released ( K mol"1 m3)
ft =RTo/E, dimensionless measure of the activation energy
6 — (T - To)(E/RT0), reduced temperature excess
$ = (BoQV/axSH^To/a)"1-1 exp(-l//0), the modified Semenov number
r = B0t(l3T0/a)m-lexp(-l/(3)
X heat transfer coefficient ( J m~2 K"1 s"1)
p density (kg m~3)

Subscripts and Superscripts

cr critical value
m order of the branching reaction
n an arbitrary numerical exponent of the pre-exponential factor arising from the Arrhe-

nius rate constant
0 pertaining to initial temperature
Sem Semenov boundary condition
tr transitional value



The model problem and analysis

The original model considered by Varatharajan and Williams [8] is a particularly attractive

starting point to re-examine the branched-chain thermal explosion in a vessel. If we extend this

model in the direction of further accounting for heat loss to the surroundings, using Newton's

law of heat exchange, then the equation governing the heat balance (energy) can be written in

the dimensionless form as:

0 \ f )

^)-|, (1)

subject to 9 = 0 at r = 0. Here 9 = (T - T0)(E/RT$), a = (a/pT0)
m(A/B0)exp(l//3), 0 =

RT0/E, $ = (B0QV/axS)(pT0/a)m-1 exp(-l//3) ( the modified Semenov number), n (arbitrary

numerical exponent), r = Bot(/3To / a)m~l exp(— 1//3) (dimensionless time), and m (order of the

branching reaction). It is worth remarking that Equation 1 without j3 and m is very similar

to the model of Makino [10]. Equation 1 was solved by the Semenov's sufficient and necessary

conditions for thermal explosion in the form Qg — Qr, and dQg/d9 = dQr/d9 (see [3]) where

Qg = 0m(l + fiff)n exp(0/(l + /30)) and QT = 0/$. On applying these conditions, we obtain the

modified Semenov's number at the critical point 0 = 0^ of branched - chain thermal ignition as

$cr = 0c

and

$„. = [m05-l(I + W^ + n/3C(l + /3M"-1 + 0™(1 + /39crr^}-1 exp (--Jz—\ . (3)
\ 1 + pt/cT /

On eliminating $„• from Equations 2 and 3, we can obtain the dimensionless temperature at

critical point of the branched - chain thermal ignition as

aexp -T-z- =(m- 1)0™(1 + /30cr)" + n/30-+1(l + ̂ crT'1 + C+1(l + ̂ cr)"'2- (4)
V 1 + pt> cr /

In practice, typical values of a are small and analytical solutions can be determined very easily

in the limiting case of a = 0. Physically, this limiting case means that the initiation reaction is

not important but chemical reactions can still occur with the aid of initiating devices such as

an electrical spark, a hot wire or a subsidiary flame. The resulting quadratic equation arising

from this simplification can be solved to obtain the critical ignition and extinction temperature

. 1 - 2(1 - m)/3 + n/3± >/(! + np~}2 - 4/3(1 - m)
0" = 2(1 - m - n)P ' (5)

where the solution with the minus and plus signs in the front of the square root correspond to

the dimensionless critical temperature at ignition and extinction respectively. In the event that

the two curves coincide to one transition point, this point is often called the disappearance of

criticality. At transition

l -m), (6)



which implies

and

f\ — m — \/l — m — n

n (7)

(8)

The calculation of the modified Semenov's number in the critical ignition and extinction of

branched-chain thermal ignition are obtained by substituting Equations 5 into Equation 2 or 3

to obtain the following formulae as

2(1-m) N1""/ 2

and

+ n/3 - 2)9(1 - m) +

2(1-m) y~m / 2 \~n / -2(l-m)\

'-2)9(1 - TO) - *J \l-np-x) eXPU + n/3-xJ 'n!3
(10)

where x — \/(l + n/3)2 — 4/3(1 — m). Here Equations 9 and 10 represent the critical modified

Semenov's number for ignition and extinction of branched-chain thermal ignition respectively.

Furthermore, the transition point of the modified Semenov's number can be obtained after some

algebra as

^ _ / 2n2(l-m) V~"V 2n \- /-2n(l-m)'/-2n(l-m)\
i n + Z J '

with Z = (\/l — m — \/l — m — n)2 which means that the solution exists only for 0 < m < 1

and m + n < 1. From the analytical solutions (7, 8 and 11) we notice the following patterns:

(i) For fixed values of m(or n), far increases with increasing n(or m), and in particular far(0,0) =

1/4 = 0fr
em. Thus, /3tr(n) > /3fr

em.

(ii) For fixed value of m, Qtr is a concave function of n. Similarly, for 0 < n < 1, 0tr is a concave

function of m while for n < 0, Otr decreases as m increases. Here also &tr (0, 0) = 4 = 0frem-

(iii) For fixed value of m, 4>tr too decreases with increasing n whereas for fixed value of n, $tr

is a concave function of m, and clearly $ir(0,0) = 4exp(—2) = <&jfm.

When a 7^ 0, Equations 2 and 4 need to be evaluated numerically. Table 1 shows the

results of the numerical evaluation in the form of /3tr, dtr and <&tr as a function of a for assigned

values of m and n. The value of n is taken from [10] for the case of 'sensitized reaction'.

TABLE 1 Some Values at Transition for m = 0.5 and n = -2.

Otr
2.341640
2.344046
2.365478
2.561468
3.758858
7.368055
13.991709
23.624540

a
0

io-3
io-2
10-1

10°
101

102

103

Ar
0.190983
0.190937
0.190525
0.186860
0.168088
0.134596
0.105745
0.085514

8.628156
8.650589
8.852249
10.857151
31.150995

277.474293
3801.886189

55035.004524



We note that with increasing a, far decrease whereas Otr and $tr increases. Values were also

computed for a = 0 which proved the results of the analytical solutions.

Equation 1 can be solved directly under the conditions 6 (0) = 0 and 0(Tig) —> oo for the

non - dimensional ignition time T;<,. A typical calculation of Tjg with a = 0.01, /3 = 0.04, m =

0.5, n = -2, $ = 20 is rig = 2.308957. When a = n = 0 and $ -> oo, we have

Tig = (—l)m (m — 2)\/3m exp(—1//3) + 1 — (m — 2)/3 + (m — 2)(m —

for positive integral values of m > 2. Employing the result given in [9], the ignition time when

m = 0 and n = 0 is

T. _^L 1 fc-l , 1 (fc-!)(*-2)
' jO f i i z i ~T~ / x. \ O i~O

provided | (a — 0/<&) exp(—9) |< 1. Note also that we can easily determine the transitional values

and ignition times in physical coordinates by use of the definition below Equation 1.
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